
BALANCE, Life And Style.

Collins & Kent International 



DISCOVER, The Story Of CHI.

LUXURY, Wherever You Are. 

Collins & Kent International 

CHI RESIDENCES

Hong Kong’s leading boutique serviced apartment brand. 
Fashioned by top international designers, each apartment is fully 
furnished and unique in design. With the highest quality materials, 
fittings and amenities, every unit provides a luxury home away 
from home.   

CKI LUXURY ART RENTALS 

Hong Kong’s premiere art rental company, providing clients with 
world class art works, end-to-end service, competitive rates and 
customised flexible contract terms to keep you and your guests 
effortlessly on-the-go.



EXPERIENCE,
A SPACE OF DIVERSITY.

Collins & Kent International 

“Rather than a bland and soulless living environment that can grow 
tired within weeks”, create “individual personality for each apartment” 
with CKI’s bespoke package available exclusively to CHI 
Residences.  

To keep from growing “tired”, CKI has portfolio rotations available 
to ensure your guests have a fresh and vibrant stay at CHI, 
everytime. Our flexible rental packages offer you an affordable, 
practical and tax efficient way to enhance your apartments, while 
remaining in-line with your core values of innovation and luxury.



ENJOY, The Difference Of CHI.

Collins & Kent International 

“Blocks of vibrant colour are used to contrast the clean white walls… 
Every apartment is filled with modern art prints, soft furnishings and 
chic design features”

The Damien Hirst ‘Souls’ Collection embodies CHI’s design 
elements to a tee.  Stark contrasts on white backgrounds are the 
cornerstone of the collection.  BALANCE your apartments with 
these unique, and colourful choices.  Your guests will ENJOY this 
difference and remember your attention to detail.  DISCOVER 
the ‘Soul’ of your guests and make their stay a memorable one.  



SOULS I SOULS I SOULS I SOULS I 

SILVER GLOSS
CHOCOLATE

TOPAZ
2-OC7740

COOL GOLD
CORNFLOWER BLUE

LEAF GREEN
2-OC7766

TOPAZ 
ORIENTAL GOLD

2-OC7802

LEAF GREEN
BLIND IMPRESSION

CORNFLOWER BLUE
3-OC7813

‘THE SOULS’ of CHI Rental Package.

SOULS II SOULS IISOULS II SOULS II

TURQUOISE
ORIENTAL GOLD

BLIND IMPRESSION 
2-OC7822

LEAF GREEN
SILVER GLOSS

WESTMINSTER BLUE
2-OC7863

TURQUOISE
COOL GOLD

ORIENTAL GOLD
3-OC7875

LEAF GREEN
FROST BLUE

BLIND IMPRESSION
3-OC7886



SOULS III SOULS IIISOULS III

 FROST BLUE
SILVER GLOSS
LEAF GREEN

3-OC7925

LEAF GREEN
TURQUOISE

SILVER GLOSS
1-OC7928

CORNFLOWER BLUE
BURGUNDY

COOL GOLD
2-OC7930

‘THE SOULS’ of CHI Rental Package.

SOULS IV SOULS IVSOULS IV SOULS IV

SILVER GLOSS
TOPAZ

1-OC7992

EMERALD GREEN
BURGUNDY

COOL GOLD
2-OC8021

IMPERIAL PURPLE
CORNFLOWER BLUE

SILVER GLOSS
3-OC8040

TOPAZ
RAVEN BLACK

3-OC8045



‘THE SOULS’ of CHI Purchase Package.

SOULS IV SOULS IVSOULS IV SOULS IV

WESTMINSTER BLUE
CORNFLOWER BLUE

3-OC7789

PRAIRIE COPPER
TOPAZ

BLIND IMPRESSION
2-OC7848

TURQUOISE
ORIENTAL GOLD

SILVER GLOSS
3-OC7869

PRAIRIE COPPER
SMOKE

COOL GOLD
3-OC7968

LEAF GREEN
COOL GOLD
CHILLI RED
2-OC7946

WESTMINSTER BLUE
AQUARIUS
2-OC7985

Be the first Serviced ApARTments in Hong Kong, exhibit an entire collection for your guests’ viewing pleasure.  
Enjoy a preferred rate on purchasing the entire collection of Damien Hirst’s ‘Souls’ exclusively available to CHI Residence.



DAMIEN HIRST, and the Souls.
Hirst’s most strikingly beautiful work, The Souls is certainly his 
most accessible; it explores the fragile, beautiful and symbolic 
nature of the butterfly through the delicate textures of (metallic) 
leaf and foil.

The foil-block butterfly images are made up of 4 different 
butterflies in 80 different colourways, each one being an edition 
of 15. The idea being that our choice of shape, colour, texture and 
intensity are reflected elements of our ‘Souls’.

The foil-blocking of each butterfly has been done in three stages: 
the base colour is accentuated by two more sparkling layers that 
pick out details on the patterned wings of the butterflies. 
The use of the foil-blocking technique creates additional details 
that can only be seen when you catch them in the right light, 
bringing an ever changing life to each image. 

We are happy to leverage our relationship for you. CKI works 
directly with Damien Hirst and his publisher, Paul Stolper.  With the 
increasing popularity of Damien Hirst and the dwindling availability 
of his ‘Souls’, only two collections remain in their entirety-making 
this a particularly exciting opportunity for CHI.  Our relationship 
with Damien and Paul allows the best price for CHI with exclusive 
rights to the ‘Souls’ Collection. 



HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHAT ARE THE COSTS?

Our dedicated consultant will discuss your rental needs, help you choose a package, 
assist in insurance, and schedule installation. 

Contract flexibility lets you enjoy a rotation of artworks to refresh the environment 
and start a-new. Easy as that!

‘The Souls of CHI’ Rental Package, tailored exclusively for CHI Residence
HKD 52083.33/month* for 100 unique CHI-coloured, Modern Masterpieces. 

‘The Souls of CHI’ Full-Collection (320) Purchase Package
CHI Residence’s Preferred Rate: HKD 11,588,880.00**

Market Rate: HKD 15,451,840.00**

*Quotation calculated on one-year rental contract. Price may vary, depending on contract period.
**Price subject to GBP exchange rate at the time of sale


